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Abstract
NASA Johnson Space Center White Sands Test Facility (WSTF) was requested by the Launch
Abort Subpanel and the Power Systems Subpanel of the Interagency Nuclear Safety Review
Panel to investigate the feasibility of using spectroscopic techniques to measure propellant
fireball gas temperatures. This report outlines the modeling and experimental approaches and
results of this investigation. Descriptions of the theoretical particle temperature and mass
effusion models are presented along with the results of the survivability of small plutonium
dioxide (< 1000-/_m diameter) particles entrained in various propellant fireball scenarios.
The experimental test systems used to measure the hydroxide radical, water, and particle
graybody spectral emissions and absorptions are discussed. Spectral results along with
temperatures extracted by analyzing the spectral features are presented for the flames
investigated in the laboratory environment. Methods of implementing spectroscopic
measurements for future testing using the WSTF Large-scale Hydrogen/Oxygen Explosion
Facility are discussed, and the accuracy expected for these measurements is estimated from
laboratory measurements.
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1.0 Introduction
The Launch Abort Subpanel (LASP) and the Power Systems Subpanel (PSSP) of the
Interagency Nuclear Safety Review Panel (INSRP) requested the NASA Johnson Space Center
White Sands Test Facility (WSTF) to investigate the feasibility of measuring propellant
fireball gas temperatures using spectroscopic techniques. Measurement of temperature
environments surrounding launch vehicle accident scenarios will aid in assessing the potential
for vaporizing radioactive payload materials entrained in various propellant fireball mixtures
including cryogenic liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen (LH2/LO2) mixtures and hypergolic
fuel/oxidizer mixtures. The potential launch vehicles for these payloads include the Atlas-
Centaur, Titan IV, or Space Shuttle. These initial investigations will provide the scientific
basis for assessing the fireball environments associated with intact impact accident scenarios
involving the launch of nuclear reactors and radioactive thermal generators.
This investigation was conducted in two phases. For Phase I, the theoretical analysis of the
mass effusion process for radioactive particles entrained in fireball gas streams was
conducted. Mass effusion in this case is defined as the process of removing material from a
localized diffusion cloud or surface shell surrounding a particle. Plutonium dioxide (PuO2)
was selected as a representative radioactive material for these analyses. For Phase II,
experimental investigations of spectroscopic methods for measuring laboratory flame
temperatures (using typical propellant gases) were conducted. Phase II focused on assessing
the feasibility of performing spectroscopic temperature measurements of hydrogen (H2) flames
using the Large-scale Hydrogen/Oxygen Explosion (LSHOE) test facility located at WSTF.
Included in this document is a proposal for performing future fireball gas temperature and
particle mass effusion measurements using the WSTF LSHOE test facility. An advanced
project is also proposed with various implementation concepts following a preliminary field
test investigation.
2.0 Objectives
The objectives of this project were as follows:
(1) For Phase I, investigate the theoretical mass effusion rates of selected radioactive
materials (PuO2 particles < 1000-#m-diameter size) entrained in propellant fireballs
as a function of fireball conditions including temperature, emissivity, and velocity of
the fireball gas. Determine the critical parameters affecting the mass effusion rates.
(2) For Phase II, investigate the feasibility of measuring propellant fireball gas
temperatures using spectroscopic techniques.
3.0 Approach
A two-phase approach was used to meet the objectives. In Phase I, a literature review was
conducted, and a theoretical simulation model that calculates the temperature and mass
effusion rates of PuO2 particles entrained in propellant fireball gas streams as a function of
fireball conditions was developed. The literature review was conducted to determine (1) what
modelshadbeenpreviouslydeveloped to characterize propellant fireball gas temperatures and
mass effusion rates of entrained particles and (2) what methods had been previously employed
to measure fireball gas temperatures. The theoretical simulation model for characterizing the
gas temperature and masseffusion rates of small particles entrained in gas streams of a
propellant fireball was developed, accounting for both heat transfer and convective
evaporation processes. Lower and upper temperature bounds for the fireball gas temperature
of various propellant mixtures were established with adiabatic flame limits calculated from the
Gordon and McBride code (Gordon and McBride 1971).
Using a laboratory flame, the most prominent spectral features of H2/O 2 and H2/air flames
were investigated for thermal equilibrium temperature information. In addition, a sooty flame
was investigated since soot and other particulates were anticipated in the field-test
environments which include container hardware and hypergo!ic propellants.
The spectroscopy measurements of Phase II involved the following. First, emission spectra of
HJO2 flames were taken in the laboratory and modeled as thermal equilibrium spectra.
Second, an emission-to-absorption technique was used to identify spectral features that were
able to yield thermal equilibrium temperatures as opposed to emission from species not in
equilibrium with the gases. Third, seeded flames, which yielded thermal equilibrium spectral
features, were used with various H2/air mixtures to determine accuracies of measured
spectroscopic flame temperatures as compared to Gordon and McBride code calculations of
equilibrium gas temperatures. Fourth, temperatures of H2/O2 seeded flames were measured.
Fifth, a hydrocarbon fuel was added to the H2/air mixtures to create sooty flames to assess the
applicability of the technique for hypergolic propellant fireball scenarios wherein soot particles
were expected to be present.
Knowledge obtained from the modeling efforts and the spectroscopic measurements was then
used to generate a preliminary proposal for performing fireball gas temperature and
representative particle mass effusion measurements using the WSTF LSHOE test facility.
4.0 Phase I: Particle Temperature and Mass Effusion Modeling
4.1 Literature Review
4.1.1 Previous Modeling Efforts
Theoretical fireball gas temperatures have been estimated using the adiabatic flame
temperature limits for various propellant mixtures. Temperature estimates associated with the
project PYRO work (Mansfield 1969) and Aerojet General work (Pesante and Nishibayashi
1967) assumed a negligible contribution from convective heat transfer and used only the
radiative component to convert heat flux to fireball temperatures. The basis for this
assumption was that convective heat transfer was only important at supersonic flow velocities
where the Reynolds number is largest. Fireball modeling associated with these and other
projects has been performed by assuming adiabatic and blackbody flame emissions (Kite and
Bader 1966; Bader, Donaldson, and Hardee 1970). The simplified models used in these
projects tended to overestimate the fireball heat flux and temperature compared to the
previously measured values for these parameters in the related experimental work and did not
address the issue of heat transfer to small particles or mass effusion of particles entrained in
propellant fireballs.
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HardeeandLarson(1979)modeledthethermalheatflux resultingfromH 2 fireballs burning
in air using an adiabatic flame limit of 2045 K and concluded that significant thermal hazards
(third-degree burns) potentially exist from large-scale H2 fireballs (10 7 tO 10 8 kg) out to
distances of several kilometers associated with transportation and storage accidents involving
H2 fuel. Again, the radiative coupling was the predominant heat transfer mechanism
considered in this work.
Mass effusion modeling of PuO 2 particles injected into a propellant fireball was first
performed for the Saturn V vehicle (Williams 1971) using a fireball gas temperature model
(Van Nice and Carpenter 1965). More recently, the General Electric Astro Space Division
calculated the vaporization of PuO2 in a shuttle fireball based on the mass effusion model
developed by Williams (1971) and two different heat flux models developed for the Shuttle
(NSTS 08116, Rev. B, 1988). Particle temperatures for all these calculations were based
solely on radiative heat transfer with a combustion gas emissivity of 1.0. Results of these
calculations (diffusion coefficient and Sherwood number dependence) show appreciable mass
effusion of PuO2 particles (10- to 100-#m diameter) injected into the fireball within the first
five seconds.
The thermochemical fireball gas temperature model, developed by Van Nice and Carpenter
(1965), yields gas temperatures in the 2700 to 3000 K range for this duration. The particle
velocity assumed in the Van Nice and Carpenter work (1965) was the gravitational terminal
fall velocity of a particle in the fireball combustion gases.
As the physics of the fireball environment was considered in this work, the validity of using
only radiative heat transfer to compute particle temperatures from heat flux models was
questioned._ This work accounts explicitly for the convective and radiative heat transfer
mechanisms in clean and sooty propellant fireballs, and numerically computes the surface
temperature of the particles based on the solution to the heat conduction differential equation
with a heat flux source term.
4.1.2 Previous Temperature Measurements
Thermocouples, heat flux slabs, "Gardon" radiometers, and photography have been used to
measure fireball temperatures in previous propellant explosion testing (Pesante et al. 1964;
Klein, Moeller, and Fago 1965; Kite, Webb, and Bader 1965; Pesante and Nishibayashi 1967;
Mansfield 1969). Pyrometer measurements have also been used assuming an emissivity of
1.0 for blackbody fireball emissions (Mansfield 1969). Because the LH2/LO2 explosions may
have emissivities less than 1.0 (at least for optically thin gaseous fireball streams), the
pyrometer measurements are questionable and difficult to apply to other propellant fireball
conditions. Also, emissions from chemiluminescent and thermal nonequilibrium species (e.g.
hydroxyl radical (OH) production in the reactive zones) in the fireballs are sources of
inaccuracies when using single- and two-color optical pyrometers (Gaydon 1974; Warren
1992).
Gas temperatures measured with thermocouples in the PYRO fireball tests (LH2/LO2) typically
gave peak temperatures of 3000 K in the first second of fireball exposure, and frequently a
second peak occurred two seconds after the initial blast having a peak value of 2650 K
l Private communicationwith J. Taylor, April 1992 - December 1992.
(Mansfield1969).Discrepancies(150to 200percent)werenotedin thesedatawhenthe
radiantheatflux wascomputed(emissivityof 1.0)from thethermocoupledataandcompared
to themeasuredheatflux.
Fireballtemperaturesweremeasuredin theAerojetGeneralfireballtests(LHE/LO2)by
MidWestResearchInstitute(MRI)usingthermocouplespreheatedin aballoonfilledwith an
inertgas(Klein,Moeller,andFago1965).This techniquewasusedto improvetheresponse
timeof thethermocoupleby initially heatingthejunctionto temperaturesslightlybelowthe
expectedfireballtemperature.Thetypicalpeaktemperaturesrecordedin thesetestsranged
from 1000to 2500K dependingonpositionin thefireball. Theresultsof thesetestsfor
small-scalefireballsindicatedthatapreheatedthermocouplegaveapeaktemperaturethatwas
500to 600K higherthanthoserecordedwithunheatedthermocouples.MRI speculatedthat
theheatproducedfrom surfaceoxidationof thethermocouples(tungsten-rhenium)ayhave
driventhejunctiontemperaturesartificiallyhigh. Thisoxidationwouldhaveoccurredafter
theshockwavebrokethegas-filledballoon. Furthermore,MRI reportedapotentialdesign
problemassociatedwithunequalheatingof thetwo wireswith differentcompositiononeither
sideof thethermocouplejunctionaftertheballoonbroke. All of theseproblems,plusfailure
of thepreheatingcircuitsfor manyof theirtests,ledMRI to concludethatthetemperature
datawerequestionableandthatmanyimprovementswererequiredto makemeaningful
temperaturemeasurementsin fireballs.
Evenin amorecontrolledenvironmentsuchasa laboratory,flametemperaturemeasurements
madewith "traditional"devicessuchasthermocouplesor pyrometersmaybeinaccurate.For
example,turbulentflametemperaturemeasurementscanbe inaccurateif thedevicesarenot
properlycompensatedfor fluctuationscausedby thegaseousfilm propertiessurroundingthe
junction(Katsuki,Mizutani,andMatsumoto1987).This is causedby thejunctionsampling
differentflametemperatures(turbulentgases)withintimesthatareshortcomparedto the
responsetimeof thethermocouple.In sootypoolfires, specialtranspirationradiometer
designs(Moffat,Hunn,andAyers1971),whicheliminatetheconvectiveheatflux
contribution,arerequiredto measuretheradiativecontributionto themeasuredtemperature
signals(Longenbaugh1985).Thehistoricalproblemsassociatedwithusingtraditionaldevices
to measureflameandfireballtemperaturessuggestthatnewtechnologyis requiredto
accuratelymeasurethesetemperaturesontimescalesconsistentwith theeventurbulence.
Spectroscopictechniqueshavebeenusedin thelaboratoryfor measuringtemperaturesin
flames(GaydonandWolfhard1979)andin theaerospaceindustryfor measuringtemperatures
of rocketplumes(SappeyandFunk1991;Tejwani1992).Therefore,theexperimental
approachfor answeringthePhaseII objectivewasto investigatespectroscopicmethodsfor
theseapplications.
4.2 Developing the Model
To develop the theoretical simulation model for measuring fireball gas temperatures and mass
effusion rates, four specific problems had to be addressed. First, the motion of the particle in
a viscous fluid medium was needed to compute the Reynolds and Nusselt numbers which were
needed for the convective heat transfer and convective evaporation calculations. Second, the
total heat transfer to the particle was computed from the absorption of the convective and the
radiative heat components. Third, the time dependent surface temperature of the particle was
calculated from a numerical solution to the heat diffusion equation. Fourth, the convective
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evaporationandmasseffusionrateof theparticlewasdeterminedfor atwo-secondexposure
in thefireball.
4.2.1 Particle Motion
The particle was modeled as a rotating sphere moving at a subsonic velocity in a viscous
water vapor medium. This gaseous fluid medium was assumed to be representative of
LH2/LO2 fireballs and adequate for the initial representation of hypergolic and LH2/LO2
mixtures. Furthermore, because there were no physical constraints on the system to prevent
rotation, it was reasonable to assume that there would be some angular momentum imparted
to the particle after a propellant explosion. The rotation rate here was assumed to be small
enough so as not to induce turbulence, but sufficiently large enough to yield an isotropic
temperature distribution on the surface of the sphere, The spherical particle geometry was
chosen for convenience because the particles from an intact impact explosion had not been
adequately characterized to dictate other shapes.
The motion of a smooth sphere in an infinite stationary nonrotating viscous fluid (water
vapor) of uniform temperature distribution can be analytically derived from the Bernoulli
dynamic pressure and Stoke's law for a sphere in a viscous medium (Equation 1):
dv _ 1 2, 2
m dt = °TrTlyrsVr+'2Osvr47rrs
where an analytical solution is given by,
vI e-t/r
v(t) = VI- 1 + K VI (1-e "/_)
Vr = Vf-- "t)
(1)
m
7" =
67r_/r s
K= 2rp:
nl
- viscous time constant
and
m
r_
Vr
Ps
v(t)
1;
vf
Pf
sphere mass
empirical fluid viscosity evaluated at the fluid film temperature
(Appendix A)
sphere radius
particle velocity relative to the fluid reference frame
particle mass density
time dependent velocity
particle velocity with respect to a fixed spatial laboratory coordinate
fluid stream velocity
film mass density defined as the fluid density adjusted by the film
temperature (Appendix A)
Theanalyticalsolutionfor thetimedependentvelocity,v(t), in fixed spatial coordinates is
solved by integration. The fluid stream velocity, vf, is assumed to be constant in time. The
value of 9.6 g/cm 3 for mass density of the particle was chosen corresponding to that of PuO2.
Since the fluid viscosity, % is a function of the fluid film temperature surrounding the
particle, an empirical polynomial function for water vapor viscosity as a function of
temperature was implemented (Yaws 1977) (Appendix A). Note that the analytical solution of
Equation 1 is valid only for laminar flow. This was a reasonable assumption for the model
since the region of interest for the particle velocity was 1500 cm/s over a few seconds time
duration. The boundary layer surrounding the particle was considered to be a film whose
temperature is the average of the sphere surface temperature Ts and the undisturbed fireball
gas temperature T_ at infinity. The gravitational buoyancy force was not included in this
model because the magnitude of this force was not significantly compared to the other forces
considered. Additionally, the gravitational buoyancy force requires a vector summation with
the other forces to determine the acceleration vector of the particle. This simplified model
did not specify the velocity vector of any particular fluid stream jet.
4.2.2 Convective and Radiative Heat Transfer
To determine the sphere convective energy gain, the Reynolds number, P_, a function of the
relative sphere/gas film velocity and sphere dimension, was computed along with the Prandtl
number, Pr, which is an intrinsic function of the fluid evaluated at the fluid film temperature.
From these two values, the Nusselt number, N,, was computed. The fluid mass density, pf, is
based on the mole fractions of fireball combustion gases for stoichiometric conditions
consistent with the fireball temperatures. These mole fractions and fireball gas temperatures
were calculated using the Gordon and McBride Code (Gordon and McBride 1971). As shown
in Appendix A, the film mass density was the fluid density adjusted by the film temperature
(the temperature of the gaseous fluid in contact with the particle). A molecular weight of
18.0 (corresponding to water) was used to represent the average molecular weight of the
fireball gases. The empirical thermal conductivity, Kf, was computed as a function of fluid
film temperature (Appendix A), Tf, using the formula given in Yaws (1977). The total
convective heat flux, Qf, is then given by the first term in Equation 2. The second term
reduces the total heat flux by the heat of sublimation per unit area for an incremental mass
loss as determined by the mass effusion rate (Equation 8 below).
N,, '9 (rf- L) nv'h
Qf= +
2r 4 rcr]
where
/7,, = 2.0 + 0.6 R) t2 p)13;'
2 pfv, r,
R e -
rlf
(2)
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and
Qf
Kf =
Tf
=
R e =
Pr =
=
C_f =
=
m =
total convective heat flux;
empirical thermal conductivity evaluated at the fluid film temperature
(see Appendix A);
fluid film temperature (gas in contact with the particle);
sphere surface temperature;
Reynolds number;
Prandtl number;
Nusselt number;
empirical isobaric specific heat of fireball gas (Appendix A);
heat of sublimation of particle material (per unit mass);
mass loss rate as given by Equation 8 (below).
Note: The heat of fusion (melting) was considered negligible.
For the particle speeds and sizes modeled, the Reynolds number is small, therefore the
expression for the Nusselt number is valid. As the sphere accelerates and approaches the
fireball speed, the Nusselt number approaches its theoretical value of 2. This nonzero value
allows the sphere to continue receiving heat conductively, even after reaching terminal
velocity, as long as the fluid film temperature exceeds the surface temperature of the sphere.
Radiative heat transfer is a function of the fireball gas and sphere surface temperatures and
the intrinsic fireball gas and sphere emissivities, eg and e_, respectively. The value of 0.8 was
chosen for the sphere emissivity based on the properties of PuO 2 (General Electric Space
Systems Division 1985). The fireball gas emissivity values were chosen over a range of 0.2
for a clean burning fireball and 0.8 for a soot-contaminated fireball. The net radiative heat
flux of the sphere is given by Equation 3:
Qr = 17 ¢:s(_g 74 _ T_s) (3)
where
Of =
tl =
=
total radiative heat flux
Stefan-Boltzman constant
sphere emissivity
fireball gas emissivity
fireball gas temperature at infinity
and Kirchoff's law applies to the relationship between the absorptivity and emissivity of the
sphere.
4.2.3 Conductive Heat Transfer in the Particle
The temperature at the surface of the sphere, T,, can be determined from the time-dependent
solution to the spherically symmetric case of the heat diffusion equation with a surface heat
flux source term (Equation 4):
VZT(r,t) + 10(r_(Qy + Qr)) = 10T(r,t)
Ksr2 D, at '
where (4)
and
T(r,t) =
O s =
temperature of sphere as a function of radius r and time t;
thermal diffusivity constant of sphere.
Here, the implied radial dependence of the source terms QI and Qr is simply 1/r _ except across
the particle surface (r=r,) where these fluxes are completely absorbed. Thus, the entire source
term is non-zero only at r=r,.
Solving this differential equation for the temperature was done numerically for each time
iteration step in the simulation modeling using a radial increment given by 4 times the square
root of the product of the diffusivity constant and time-step increment. The temperature was
then evaluated at the particle surface as T,= T(r,, t).
4.2.4 Mass Effusion of Particle
The model for particle mass effusion was developed based on a relationship for convective
evaporation of particles in gas streams. This relationship was also applicable for diffusional
mass effusion because of the limiting value for the convective Sherwood number used in the
relationship.
To address the diffusion of the evaporated material into the fireball gas stream, an estimate of
the diffusion coefficient, Dfs , was made using a binary gas diffusion theory (Reid, Prausnltz,
and Sherwood 1977). This binary diffusion coefficient is calculated from a dimensionless
collision integral. The collision integral is based on the Lennard-Jones 12/6 potential which
gives the intermolecular potential energy, V(r), as a function of distance, r, between two
molecules (Equation 5):
V(r) = 4 X_ [ (a.._),z _ (%)6 ]
r r
ol + o (5)
where % = 2
= %, x,)
:i!:! L_.:: _ ::_ i_ :<_:. _ :. ::2:: 1:5 : :L:::I_:/::>:i: >i : • ::'/i_:.ii::i ( : _:!: :i_ _: ;:_
i!,:
and
V(r) =
af =
F =
xf =
x_ =
intermolecular potential energy
characteristic Lennard-Jones length for fireball gas molecules
characteristic Lennard-Jones length for sphere molecules
distance between two molecules
characteristic Lennard-Jones energy for fireball gas molecules
characteristic Lennard-Jones energy for sphere molecules
For binary gas systems, the expressions for Xfs and Ors(i.e. the fireball-sphere gas system) are
valid for low pressures. The collision integral, riD, for the Lennard-Jones potential is given
by Equation 6:
f/D = A + C + E + G
T*B eOT" eft • em..
A -- 1.06036 B = 0.15610
C = 0.19300
E = 1.03587
D = 0.47635
F = 1.52996
(6)
G = 1.76474 H = 3.89411
where
f_o = collision integral
ka = Boltzman constant
The parameters A through H in Equation 6 have been determined empirically. From the
collision integral, fib, the diffusion coefficient for the binary system is calculated by
Equation 7:
Dj_ : 1.858 x 10-3 _yTan[( My +M) / ( My M )]_,2
g ao
where
Dfs
Mf =
Ms =
P,_n =
diffusion coefficient for the binary system
molecular weight of the fireball gas
molecular weight of the sphere
atmospheric pressure
(7)
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Theconvectivemasseffusionrate(Orr 1966)is giventhenby Equation8:
_dm = 2 r M D_ r (P - P) [(2 ÷ aR) '2 S1/3)]
at RT
64700
where P = I0n e --rT,
a = 0.55 -0.60
S c =
(8)
and
-dm/dt =
P =
ep =
R =
so =
convective mass effusion rate
equilibrium vapor pressure of the particle material
partial pressure of the particle material in the ambient gas
molar gas constant
Schmidt number
The vapor pressure as function of temperature is obtained from Williams (1971), where "n" in
the exponent is 13.5 to 14.5 in cgs units. A value of 14 was used in this simulation. I
The expression in brackets is the Sherwood number which is computed from the Reynolds and
Schmidt numbers, R_ and Sc respectively. For this investigation, the partial pressure of PuO2
in the fireball gas stream was assumed to be negligible based on limited amounts of the
material initially injected into the fireball. Note, a mass effusion relationship 2 derived from
the steady state solution to the diffusion equation with a finite boundary cutoff for zero vapor
density can be shown to be nearly equivalent to Equation 8 for the small Sherwood numbers
considered in this work. A more rigorous treatment 2 explicitly using momentum exchange
between the flowing fireball gas and the evaporating particle vapor density is required to
refine the mass effusion rates at low velocities (< 10 cm/s).
4.3 Model Execution
The model is a time dependent simulation of a sphere moving through a viscous fluid. A time
increment of 1/zs was chosen because it is much smaller than the viscous time constant and
the heat/mass diffusion time constants. For each time step, both the radiative heat transfer
(from the gas temperature at infinity) and the convective heat transfer (from both film
temperature and relative gas/sphere motion) were computed. Both heat transfer gains were
summed after subtracting an incremental heat of sublimation from the previous iteration. The
surface temperature of the sphere was determined by numerically solving the heat conduction
differential equation with the heat flux source term.
1 Private communication with J. Taylor, April 1992 - December 1992.
2 Private communication with J. Taylor, May 1993.
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Thesimulationwasterminatedwhenamaximumexposuredurationof 2 s wasexceededor
theparticlewasdiminishedto lessthan5 percentof the initialmass.
4.4 Results
The model of the mass effusion of PuO 2 particles entrained in propellant fireball environments
was evaluated to assess the sensitivity of the particle mass effusion to parameters such as
flame temperature, combustion gas emissivity, particle size, particle emissivity, and relative
particle velocity. Previous calculations assumed the radiative process to be the predominant
heat transfer mechanism for these fireballs, but by modeling all the heat transfer processes, it
was shown that the convective heat transfer is equally important for particles having diameters
less than 1000/_m entrained in subsonic flows. By modeling the time dependent heat flow
within the sphere, a more accurate characterization of the surface temperature for large
particles (100- to 1000-_m diameter) was achieved.
An intact impact of a launch vehicle within a few seconds after liftoff could cause an accident
scenario in which sensitive radioactive payload materials (PuO2 or uranium dioxide (UO2)) are
injected into the propellant fireball. The initial particles' sizes of interest are those having
diameters less than 1000 _m, because it is demonstrated that these particles have the potential
for becoming entrained and dispersed in the fireball gases. It is particularly important to
track particles in the 3- to 10-#m-diameter range as these particles are respirable and have the
potential for being carried in the wind. Therefore, this modeling work focused on the mass
effusion properties of PuO2 particles having diameters in the 3- to 10-/xm-diameter range after
being exposed to fireball events.
A typical propellant fireball for the model was constructed based on the observations of
previous vehicle accidents and measurements of propellant fireball conditions. The fireballs
associated with previous PYRO's testing (Mansfield 1969) yielded gas velocities ranging from
3000 to 12000 cm/s. Analysis of the Titan 32D accident 1 provided other information as to
the magnitude of a typical fireball gas stream velocity (1500 cm/s). Therefore, 1500 cm/s
was selected as a representative subsonic velocity for this modeling work. Gas stream
velocities below 1500 cm/s were considered most important for this work since the mass
effusion mechanisms are critically dependent on the magnitude of the convective parameters at
the lower velocities and the transition to diffusional evaporation.
The temperatures of the typical propellant fireballs were bounded by the adiabatic flame
temperatures computed, and the gas stream emissivities were estimated based on clean
(emissivity = 0.2) and sooty (emissivity = 0.8) fireball conditions. This allowed the model
to simulate propellant fireballs ranging from cryogenic LH2/LO 2 mixtures to hypergolic
fuel/oxidizer mixtures.
The model was run with fireball gas temperatures of 1700 to 3000 K, gas stream velocity of
1500 cm/s, sphere emissivity of 0.8, and fireball emissivities of 0.2 and 0.8. Appendix A
lists the values of various other physical properties and empirical relationships used in the
model calculations.
I Private communication with J. Taylor, April 1992 - December 1992.
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4.4.1 Adiabatic Flame Temperature Calculations
Adiabatic flame temperatures for various stoichiometric mixtures of the fireball constituents
were calculated and used as lower and upper temperature bounds for the particle mass
effusion process. The expected flame temperatures for various propellant mixtures were
calculated using the Gordon and McBride Code (Gordon and McBride 1971). These
calculations were performed for both the fuel rich mixtures and the stoichiometric mixtures.
These calculations also provided a benchmark for assessing the validity of the experimental
temperature measurements as a function of propellant mixtures.
The results obtained from the Gordon and McBride code calculations for the various
propellant mixtures are given in Table 1. The mixtures are expressed as fuel weight percent
and as equivalence ratio. An equivalence ratio is the ratio of fuel to oxidizer divided by the
ratio of fuel to oxidizer necessary for the complete conversion of reactants to products. A
stoichiometric mixture has an equivalence ratio of 1.0 by definition. These data indicate
adiabatic flame temperatures as high as 3080 K for stoichiometric LH2/LO2 fireballs to as low
as 1400 K for a fuel rich mixture of H2 and air. The selected range for the particle
temperature and mass effusion modeling extended from 1700 to 3000 K for the particles
entrained in the fireball gas streams.
Table 1
Gordon and McBride (1971) Adiabatic Flame Temperatures
Fuel and Oxidizer
Combinations
Equivalence Fuel Flame
Ratio Percent Temperature
(K)
H2[O2] a
H2[Air] a
H2/MMH[O2] a
H2/MMH [O2/N204 ] a
H2/MMH[Air/N204]a
aOxidizers used are listed in brackets
1 11.2 3080
2 20.1 2830
5 38.6 1770
1 2.9 2380
2 5.5 2060
5 12.8 1400
1 33.3 3080
5 71.4 1640
1 28.0 3010
5 66.0 1610
1 17.3 2780
5 51.2 1480
11 I
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4.4.2 Mass Effusion Calculations
Typical results of the mass effusion modeling for the three sizes of PuO 2 particles injected
into a fireball at gas temperatures of 2500 K (gas emissivity = 0.8) are plotted in Figures 1
through 3. The plots show the magnitude (W/cm 2) of the convective and radiative heat
components as a function of time after injection of a particle at rest into the fireball gas
stream. Note that an initial temperature of 1200 K was selected based on the operational
temperature of the material (General Electric Space Systems Division 1985). In all cases the
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Mass Effusion Modeling of a 10-#m-diameter Particle in a Propellant Fireball
(Fireball Gas: Velocity = 1500 cm/s, Emissivity = 0.8, Temperature = 2500 K)
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Mass Effusion Modeling of a 100-#m-diameter Particle in a Propellant Fireball
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Mass Effusion Modeling of a 1000-#m-diameter Particle in a Propellant Fireball
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convectiveheattransferisat leastcomparable(or anorderof magnitudelargerfor the10-#m-
diameter particles) to the radiative component during the initial acceleration of the particle.
As the particle velocity (also shown in Figures 1 through 3) approaches gas stream velocity
and the surface temperature rises, the convective heat transfer diminishes. By this time, the
particle surface temperature has achieved a temperature determined by the heat balance
between the convective and radiative components. Note, the corresponding values of the heat
transfer components which are lower than the three-cycle logarithmic range or negative are
not plotted on the logarithmic scales of Figures 1 through 3.
The mass effusion process, plotted as the percentage mass loss of the original particle mass, is
shown also in Figures 1 through 3. For the 1000-#m-diameter particle, the percentages are
low, but it should be remembered that a 0.01-percent mass loss of a 1000#tm-diameter PuO2
particle is equivalent to completely vaporizing and effusing one-hundred 10-#m-diameter
particles in the fireball.
Table 2 summarizes the results of the mass effusion for the PuO2 particles as a function of
particle size, fireball flame temperatures, and gas emissivities. This table gives the particle
percent mass loss for a two-second exposure in a fireball with gas stream velocities of
1500 cm/s. For the small particles, the mass effusion simulation was terminated when the
particle percent mass loss reached 95 percent of the initial particle mass.
Table 2
Mass Effusion (Percent Mass Loss) of PuO2 Particles in Propellant Fireballs
Terminated by Two-Second Simulation or Complete Evaporation
Size Mass ega Flame Temperatures (K)
(/_m) (/xg) 1700 2000 2200 2500 3000
Mass Effusion (Percent Mass Loss) of PuO_ Particles
10 0.00503 0.2 3.3E-04 0.11 2.2 75 100
100 5.03 0.2 6.5E-08 1.3E-05 2.1E-04 6.4E-03 0.51
1000 5030 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5E-07 9.8E-05
10 0.00503 0.8 5.7E-04 0.23 5.2 100 100
100 5.03 0.8 2.4E-06 9.7E-04 0.022 0.97 72
1000 5030 0.8 0.0 2.6E-06 9.5E-05 6.6E-03 1.0
a g = emissivity of fireball gas
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Theresultsof all themodelingworkareplottedin AppendixB asa functionof gas
temperature,gasemissivity,andparticlesize.
4.5 Discussion
The results of the particle temperature modeling for the entrainment of small PuO2 particles
(10- to 1000-/zrn diameter) in propellant fireballs indicate the particle surface achieves a
temperature determined by the detailed heat balance. This temperature is achieved within the
two-second exposure for all cases and conditions considered in this work. For a gas
emissivity of 0.8, this temperature is very nearly equal to the gas flame temperature. The
rapid heating of the particles is driven by both the convective and radiative heat transfer
components during the initial acceleration of the particles in the hot gas streams.
The results of the mass effusion modeling (Table 2) indicate that for fireball temperatures
below 2000 K, the mass losses are limited to less than 0.1 ng per particle for particles up to
1000/zm in diameter. At 2500 K (% = 0.8), the mass losses increase to the 0.3/zg per
particle for the 1000-#m-diameter particles, and at 3000 K the mass losses achieve a level of
approximately 50/zg per particle (1000-/_m diameter) within a fireball exposure duration of
2s.
The results of this simulation clearly demonstrate the strong dependence of the mass effusion
(mass loss per particle) process on the flame temperature, gas emissivity, convective
parameters and particle size. With the exception of the detailed accounting for the
convective, radiative, and conductive heat transfer mechanisms, this simulation is similar to
that reported in the Ulysses FSAR (General Electric Astro Space Division 1990; Williams
1971). No attempt was made to make a detailed quantitative comparison with the Ulysses
FSAR results, but qualitatively the current calculations indicate comparable mass effusion
(within an order of magnitude) as a function of fireball gas temperature for the similar size
particles. The difference in the detailed accounting of the heat transfer mechanisms primarily
affects the exposure time required to achieve the same level of mass effusion.
5.0 Phase Ih Temperature Measurements Using Spectroscopy
Two spectroscopic techniques were used to investigate temperature measurements of H 2
flames: emission (with modeling) and simultaneous emission and absorption. The emission
technique was used on the prominent UV feature of a H2/O 2 flame. The emission and
absorption technique was used on this feature of a H2/O_ flame and also on near-infrared (IR)
features of this type of flame. This technique also was used on the visible-wavelength atomic
metal features of flames (HJO2 and HJair) doped with metal salts and on a propane-enriched
H_ flame which provided heavy sooty flame conditions.
5.1 Theory of Spectroscopic Techniques
Atoms and molecules can absorb light and be excited (energized) by various means to emit
light at many different and discrete wavelengths. For atoms, these emissions correspond to
transitions from excited states of their electrons to states of lower electron energy. Similar
electronic transitions are observed for molecules, but because of the additional vibrational and
rotational degrees of freedom, the energy of each electronic level is further subdivided by
quantization of vibrational and rotational energy as illustrated in Figure 4. This subdivision
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Figure 4
Typical Electronic, Vibrational, and Rotational Molecular Energy Levels
means that many discrete transition wavelengths are possible both between and within each
electronic energy level. Note that the energy of a molecule is partitioned not just into
electronic and kinetic energy as is the case with atoms, but also into rotational and vibrational
energy.
Any group of molecules and atoms in thermal equilibrium with each other and with a thermal
reservoir characterized by a temperature will have the available energy distributed equally
among the available degrees of freedom. The distribution of energy over the ensemble of
atoms and molecules within each degree of freedom is then characterized by a Boltzman
distribution, i.e. for a state of energy E. The relative number of particles in that state is
proportional to e-E%T where kB is the Boltzman constant, and T is the temperature that
characterizes the distribution. For thermal equilibrium, this temperature is the same for all
degrees of freedom with the result that overall energy distribution can be characterized by a
single temperature. Conversely, nonequilibrium ensembles cannot be in general characterized
by a single temperature for all degrees of freedom, nor can the energy distribution for any
particular degree of freedom be expected to be Boltzman.
5.1.1 Temperature Dependence of Emission Spectra
The intensity of light emission from a gas in equilibrium has contributions from spontaneous
emission and stimulated emission. The intensity that reaches a detector is decreased by
stimulated absorption that occurs within the sample gas and by other absorptions from
materials between the emitter and the detector. For flames, spontaneous emission dominates
the process, and for optically thin flames, absorption within the flame may be neglected.
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Therateof spontaneousemissionfromamoleculeor anatomcorrespondingto atransition
from anupperstateof energy,Eu,to a lowerstateof energyEl {p_=(Eu-E_)/h( = Planck
constant)} is given by the Einstein constant, A_, (transitions per unit time) associated with the
particular transition. The rate of stimulated emission is given by the product of the light
energy density, P0'), (energy per unit volume per unit frequency interval) and the Einstein
constant, B_. Similarly defined is the Einstein constant, B_u, for the stimulated absorption
rate. The total rate of transitions from one state to another per unit time per unit volume is
given by Equation 9;
Total transition rate =NaA , +p(p) (NuB,,,-NtBh,) (9)
where
Nu
hul =
p(v) =
nul =
N, =
nlu -_-
number density of upper state
Einstein constant for spontaneous emission
light energy density
Einstein constant for stimulated emission
number density of lower state
Einstein constant for stimulated absorption
The number density in the upper state can be related to the overall number density of the
emitting species (N_,,,) by the Boltzman factor (Equation 10):
-O..(-._g u exp Eu
(10)
where
N(total) =
gu =
Q(T) =
total number density of the emitting species
degeneracy of the upper energy state
partition function (i.e. the sum of Boltzman factors over all the states
which depends only on the temperature)
A similar formula holds for relating Ni to Nto_.
Absorption and stimulated emission contributions must be integrated over the line of sight
through the flame to the detection instrument. This requires a detailed knowledge of the
species density and light energy density. If these densities are sufficiently low and path
lengths through the flame are sufficiently small, absorption of the flame can be negligible
compared to spontaneous emission. Additionally, stimulated emission is proportional to
absorption by a factor of exp(-h_,JkBT) since g_B_u=g_B_. For transitions at the visible and
higher frequencies, hv/kBT is greater than 5 for temperatures less than 4000 K indicating that
stimulated emission also can be neglected whenever absorption is neglected.
The formula for spontaneous emission is given by multiplying the first term in Equation 9 by
the energy per transition and using Equation 10, which results in Equation 11:
E(v,T) = _g,, exp (-EJkT) A,,lhl,,, , (11)
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where
E
hv_ =
radiant power per unit volume
energy per transition
The OH molecule emits prominently at approximately 306 nm wavelength. Initial attempts to
measure a laboratory flame temperature focused on measuring and modeling these emissions
as spontaneous emission. To obviate the need for supplementary measurements of OH
number density, the ratio of the intensities of the transitions were modeled. Since the
emissions were from the same sample flame, the number density and partition function cancel
out the ratio, and temperature can be calculated or determined when accurate knowledge of
Eu, gu, A_, and v_ is known.
The spectrometer measures a finite wavelength interval in which intensities from various parts
of that interval are weighted differently. This weighting is called the slit function of the
spectrometer, and it can span the wavelengths of many OH transitions. For the measurements
reported herein, the slit function taken to be triangular and its spectral width were estimated
by fitting the calculated line profiles of the OH emissions to the bands of the experimental
spectrum. Groups of transitions were ratioed as the ratio of sums over the calculated
intensities of transitions in a wavelength interval weighted with the instrument slit function.
The formula for the calculated emission, which was compared to the measured emission, is
given by Equation 12:
=1
.IV V'
(12)
where
rel
N =
=
EO,',T) =
relative emission (calculated)
arbitrary normalization
slit function (centered at a frequency _, and the summation is
over its width)
given by Equation 11
5.1.2 Temperature Dependence of the Emission-to-Absorption Ratio
The equilibrium emission-to-absorption relation has a known temperature dependence. For a
homogeneous gas sample in thermal equilibrium, the emission intensity, E(X), at a given
wavelength, X, is proportional to the absorptivity, I-r, of the gas and the Planck blackbody
function, B(T,X). The relative emission intensity compared to its intensity at, Xo, is given by
Equation 13:
E(X)_ [1-r(X)IB(T,X)
E(X0"---'_-[1-r(X0)]B(T, X0) (13)
This equation is based on Kirchoff's law that for a gas in thermal (and radiative) equilibrium,
the emissivity, e, of the gas is equal to its. absorptivity, 1-r. If this is a valid assumption, then
the simultaneous measurement of the relative emission and the transmissivity, (r), from the
same sample can lead to a measurement of the temperature from the best fit of the blackbody
function to the above equation. Additionally, if the same instrument is used for both emission
and absorption measurements, the influence of the instrument resolution (i.e. slit function) is
negligible in the ratio to a close approximation. Taking both the emission and absorption
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spectraatthesametimewascloselyapproximatedby rapidlytakingseveralsequentially
interlacedspectraandthenaveragingeveryotheroneoverthetimeperiodof interest.
For particle-ladenflames,scattering,absorption,andemissionof theparticlesmustbetaken
intoaccount.Theemissionandabsorptionof thegaseousconstituentsmustbemeasuredin a
waythatexcludescontributionsfromtheparticlesin orderto applyKirchoff'slaw to thegas.
If theparticulatecontributionto thetotalmeasuredabsorptivityis abroadcontinuumandthe
gaseouscontributionis dominatedbydistinct,sharpatomicandmolecularabsorptionsabove
thecontinuum,thentheparticulatecontributioncanbeeasilysubtractedto aclose
approximationby subtractionof thebroad,featurelessunderlyingextinctionasabackground
baselineleavingonly thedistinctatomicandmolecularspectralfeatures.A similar
subtractionfor theemissionspectrumalsocanbedoneif necessary.Theapplicabilityof this
approachfor temperaturemeasurementdependsontheparticlesizeregimeandcomposition.
For sootparticles,overallopticalextinction(absorptionplusscattering)seenin transmission
measurementsis sucha featurelesscontinuumwhichgraduallyincreasestowardthevisible-
UV andusuallyhasabroadpeakin theUV. Hot sootparticlesemit light alsoasa
featurelesscontinuum(nearlygraybody)in thevisiblespectralregion.
Experimentalinvestigationwasrequiredto verify thattheseassumptionsholdfor a given
flamecondition.This investigationusedapropane-enrichedH2/O2flameseededwithsodium
(Na), lithium(Li), andpotassium(K) salts. Thebroadsootemission-to-absorptionfeatures
weresubtractedasabaselinefrom theatomicfeaturesof themetalsalts. Theemissionand
absorptionof themetalatomswerethenusedwith Equation13to calculateagastemperature.
Thebroad-sootemissionwasfittedto ablackbodyemissiontemperature,i.e. thesoot
emissivitywasassumedto beunity. Comparisonof thetwo experimentaltemperaturesto
eachotherandto calculatedtemperaturesgavea goodindicationof theaccuracyof the
technique(Section5.3.6).
This is a line-of-sightechnique.As such,it hasthedisadvantageof yieldinga spatial
averagetemperature.Sinceflamesaregenerallycoolerat theouteredges,theresulting
temperaturesareexpectedto be lowerthanthemaximumtemperaturesof theflames(Gaydon
andWolfhard1979).Thedifferencein temperaturesdependson theactualflameconditions.
Thisdisadvantagecanbeovercomebymakingseverallines-of-sightmeasurementsandusing
well-establishedtomographicinversiontechniquesto calculatethespatialdependenceof the
flametemperature.Thesimplestof thesetechniquesassumesanaxialsymmetryof thegasor
flamespatialdistribution.
Inaccuraciesin thetechniquemayoccurfrompossiblymeasuringatemperaturethatis too
low whichisdueto thecoolergasesattheedgeof theflame. Inaccuraciesmayalsooccur
from measuringemissiondominatedby thehotterpartsof theflamenearestthedetection
system(GaydonandWolfhard1979). Thisnear-sideradiationwill notbeabsorbedby the
flameasmuchasthebackgroundlight sourcewhichmeasuresabsorptionthroughouthe
flame. Thiscouldincreasetheemission-to-absorptionratiowhichwouldhavetheeffectof
indicatingatemperaturethatis toohigh. Thus,if absorptionis dominatedby thecoolouter
portionsof theflame,andemissionis dominatedbythehot innerportions,thetwoeffects
tendto cancel.Thefinal accuracyof thetechniquemustbecorroboratedindependentlyfor
anygivenflameconditions.Comparisonto calculatedflametemperatureshasbeenthe
traditionalmethodof thiscorroborationin thepast,andit is usedhereaswell (Section5.3.4).
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5.2 Laboratory Measurements
The experimental setup for the simultaneous measurement of emission and absorption is
depicted in Figure 5. A tungsten-halogen lamp (quartz envelope) was used as the light source
for the absorption (transmissivity) measurement in the UV. Visible and near-IR
measurements were conducted using a blackbody furnace as a light source (Mikron Instrument
Co., model M330). The emission measurement was made with the light source blocked by a
light chopper. The chopper consisted of a rotating wheel which permitted light to pass
through only during part of its rotation. The light was chopped at a rate of 5 to 15 hertz for
these experiments. During the chopping cycle, the light reaching the spectrometer was from
both the lamp and the flame during part of the cycle and from the flame only during another
part of the cycle. Care was taken to reject spectra taken during the transition from light-on to
light-off (Figure 5). Several (10 to 50) light-on spectra and light-off spectra were co-added to
create a time-averaged spectrum for each part of the cycle over the same time interval. The
time-averaged results were assumed to be "simultaneous" light-on and light,off spectra.
Similar light-on and light-off spectra were taken when the flame was not present.
The results of the measurements were four time-averaged spectra (intensity versus
wavelength) which will be denoted It+i+b, /I+b, II+b, and Ib, where the subscripts l, f, and b
denote lamp, flame, and background respectively. A flame emission spectrum was calculated
using Equation 14:
Ouor ±z-Halogen
7 Llgh± Bulb Source
F Chopper F Irls
/ _ Pinhote , / Pinhole
_///_ ___ _//--_ [,ode ArrQy
_0 2 H 2 _ SurFace Mix
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0
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Figure 5
Experimental Setup Used for Emission-to-Absorption Measurements
of Laboratory Flames
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E(X ) =(I/+b-Ib)/R(X ) (14)
where
f+b
Ib =
R(X) =
intensity of flame and :background
intensity of background
relative response function of the optical system and detector
An example result of using this equation is shown in Figure 6 where the atomic emission lines
of Na, Li, and K from a doped H2/O2 flame burning in air are shown.
The transmissivity of the flame was calculated using Equation 15:
= (15)
where
l+f+b
II+b
intensity of lamp, flame, and background
intensity of lamp and background
This equation is the lamp intensity when the flame was present divided by its intensity when
the flame was not present. Scattering of the lamp light from the flame also contributes to the
measured transmissivity spectrum. In the situation where few or no particles were in the
flame, scattering was detected as a broad curvature in the apparent baseline of the absorption
features. For these measurements, an overall baseline was subtracted from 1-r to correct for
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this type of scattering. An example of the measured absorptivity and the assumed baseline is
shown in Figure 7. The relative emission divided by the relative absorptivity for each of the
three atomic features shown in these figures yields temperature information (Section 5.3.5).
Two burners were used; both were the surface-mix type wherein the fuel and the oxidizer are
brought to the surface of the burner through separate tubes. The alternative type of burners
are pre-mix. These could not be used with H2/O 2 because of the explosion hazard (although
some are rated for use with H2/air).
The first burner (Carlisle Machine Works model 11B019)used was a brass burner designed
for quartz glass working. This burner mixed the fuel and the oxidizer gases at its surface but
had no provision for doping the flame or isolating it from the ambient atmosphere.
A more sophisticated research-grade burner (Research Technologies model RDIX1) was also
used. This burner had a separate feed tube in the center for doping the flame and a co-flow
provision for isolating the flame from ambient air by surrounding it with a flow of inert gas.
It is important to note that without the co-flow, the H2/O2 ratio could not be controlled.
For detection in the spectral range of 200 to 1000 nm, a silicon 1024-diode array detector
(Princeton Instruments, Inc.) placed at the exit plane of a grating spectrometer was used to
measure the flame and light source emissions. The spectrometer/detector system was
optically coupled to the sources by the lens/pinhole system shown in Figure 5. For the
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Absorptivity Spectrum of a Flame Doped with Metal Salts
(The assumed baseline is also drawn.)
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spectralregionof 900to 1400nm, thesamespectrometerswereusedwithagermanium(Ge)-
diodearray(PrincetonInstruments,Inc.) of 256elements.Thisdiodearraydid notperform
flawlesslybecauseit hadanumberof baddiodes(pixels)andratherseverenonlinearityat low
light levels. Correctionsweremadeto thedatato eliminatethebadpixels. A small
incandescentbulbplacednearanopeningin thespectrometercoverprovideda high
backgroundlight levelin,thespectrometerin orderto gettheresponsecurveof thediodesin
a linearregion(i.e. responseproportionalto light intensity).
Oneof two spectrometerswasused,dependingon thespectralregionof interest.An f#3.2
spectrometer(Instruments,S.A., Inc.,modelHR320)wasusedwith variousgratings. This
instrumentwasusedexclusivelyfor measurementsinvolvingtheUV emissionsof OH. A
smallerf#2.0spectrometer(Instruments,S.A., Inc.,modelUFS200)wasalsousedfor some
of thevisible-to-nearIR measurements.
For experimentsinvolvingmetalsaltsaddedto theflame,theresearch-gradeburnerhada
centralfeedtube(in placeof afuel tube)thatextendedthroughthe bottomof theburner. A
dilutelithiumhydroxideaqueousolutioncontainingsodiumchloride,potassiumbromideand
lithiumdioxidewasforcedthroughthefeedtubeto thetop of theburner. Theliquidquickly
evaporatedleavingaresidueof saltsthatslowlyerodedinto theflamegases.Theresulting
distributionof atomicspeciesin theflamewasnotuniformspatiallyor temporally,butsome
timewasallowedfor theemissionsto stabilizebeforemeasurementsproceeded.
Dopingof theflamesfromthebrassburnerwasaccomplishedby injectingthesaltsolution
ontotheburnerfacewith theflamepresent.Thehightemperatureof theburnerevaporated
thewaterandleft a saltresiduewhichseededtheflamegases.As with theresearch-grade
burner,thespatialandtemporaldistributionof atomicspecieswasnotuniform.
For theexperimentswithsoot-containingflames,propanewaspre-mixedwith theHzjust
beforeflowinginto thefuelportof theburner. Theresearch-gradeburnerwasusedwithair
astheoxidantandwithouttheinertgasco-flow.
5.3 Results
An early laboratory observation was that a H2 flame burning in air was almost transparent in
the visible wavelength regions with only the outer flame envelope showing some yellow and
blue tinge. Also, very little UV (306 to 325 nm) emission could be collected from this
diffusion flame. This quickly changed however, as pure OE was added to the surface-mix
burner. The flame went from blue to white as 02 was added, and the tips of the flames
became yellow. The UV emission at first increased as O2 was added, then decreased as the
flame became fuel-lean.
The prominent UV bands of OH from a H2/O 2 flame were first analyzed for the feasibility of
extracting overall gas temperature. It became clear that a definitive temperature could not be
attained from these bands because the energy pumped into them from the chemical reaction
does not thermalize on a time scale that is comparable to the radiation-quenching collisions of
OH with water molecules (Garland and Crosley 1986; Jeffries et al. 1988). These OH bands
were not measured from a H2/air flame.
The near-IR wavelength region was then analyzed, but success was impeded by instrumental
difficulties.
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Thevisiblewavelengthregion(400to 900nm)of theflamespectraonly showedfeaturestoo
weakto beof practicalusewith theemission-to-absorptiontechnique.
The temperature information of the flames finally came from atomic metal species that were
added in salt form to the flame gases. The prominent features of Na, Li, and K in emission
and absorption usually provided two independent emissionqo-absorption ratios, each of which
indicated a temperature of the flame. The two ratios usually agreed with estimated
experimental uncertainties and also agreed with calculated temperatures when estimates of fuel
and oxidizer were feasible. This gave confidence in the accuracy of the results.
5.3.1 Hydroxyl Radical (OH) Ultraviolet A2II-X2]; System
Emission and emission-to-absorption measurements were made for the OH lines at 306- to
325-nm wavelengths. The emission measurements were modeled using the Equations 11 and
12 (Section 5.1.1), a temperature of 3000 K, and the molecular parameters of the A2II -
X2Z;(0,0) ro-vibronic band as given in Goldman and Gillis (1981). The measured emission
spectrum is compared to the calculated emission spectrum in Figure 8. The two are only
comparable between 306 and approximately 311 nm since contributions from the (1,1) and
(2,2) transitions were not included in the calculation but are known to contribute significantly
to the observed A2II-X2_ system. The measurement was performed as a part of an emission-
to-absorption measurement (described in Section 5.2).
The absorptivity (1-O of the OH lines is presented in Figure 9 along with the emission-to-
absorption ratio of the spectrum from 304 to 316 nm This measured emission-to-absorption
(dotted line) was compared to the predicted curve (solid lines) for equilibrium emissions for
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Absorptivity of OH from a H2/O 2 Flame and the Corresponding
Emission-to-Absorption Ratio
temperatures of 2500 and 3000 K. It can be seen that the ratio for many of the peaks in the
spectrum fall in the vicinity of the equilibrium ratios expected for these temperatures. Many
other peaks fall far from the predicted curves which is inconsistent with the equilibrium
assumptions. The most significant result of the measurement is that these features do not in
general yield equilibrium temperatures. Any agreement between the temperature predicted by
the relative emission-to-absorption ratio of any two features and the equilibrium temperature
of the flame (as measured, for example, with emission-to-absorption of spectator species)
must be considered fortuitus until consistency is established under a variety of flame
conditions. An additional issue in using these OH emissions is that the small wavelength
range limits the precision with which any two features can be used to measure temperature.
5.3.2 Bands in the Near Infrared
The emission-to-absorption technique was used with the Ge-diode array detector in order to
measure the overtone spectra of the vibrational fundamentals of water and possibly OH in the
near-IR wavelength region. As shown in Figure 10, there were prominent emission features
at approximately 1350 and 1400 nm (which extends beyond the region shown here) and a
broad feature between approximately 1080 and 1300 nm. The emitting molecule is probably
water though no effort was undertaken to rigorously identify the species responsible. Also
seen Figure 10 is a high background continuum emission of uncertain origin. The
transmission curve collected with this spectrum also has baseline uncertainty. Because of this
uncertainty and the problems experienced using the Ge-diode array, a large uncertainty exists
as to whether these bands exhibit local thermodynamic equilibrium behavior. For these data,
the emission-to-absorption ratio is shown in Figure 11. Of the emissi0n-to-absorption ratio in
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thisspectrum,thebroadfeatureseemsto followtheexpectedcurvefor atemperatureof
approximately3500K. The wave-like structure is an experimental artifact.
5.3.3 Atomic Lines from Metal Dopants
In order to get emission and absorption features that better indicated the overall gas
temperature of the flames, metal salts were added to the flame gases. These salts dissociated
and the metal atoms then emitted and absorbed at a characteristic temperature which depended
on the manner in which these species interacted with the flame constituents. The hypothesis
is that the atomic metal species do not participate in the flame combustion reactions and
therefore have electronic energy distributions produced by collision processes that constitute
local thermodynamic equilibrium with the flame gases. This assumption for Na is known to
be inaccurate in some regions of the flame where both the Na and atomic H are present in
high concentrations. In that case, the reaction Na + 2H --, Na" + H2 can produce a
significant amount of Na chemiluminescence from the activated Na" (Gaydon 1974). A
similar reaction may occur for K. If true, these lines may produce emission-to-absorption
ratios that lead to inaccurate temperatures. A similar reaction is not known to be significant
for Li. Li atom concentrations, however, may be increased in these regions by the reaction
H + LiOH = Li + H20, since metal hydroxides are known to form in metal-doped H2
flames (Gaydon 1974).
The derivation of temperature from the atomic lines was done by calculating the average
emission-to-absorption ratio over a spectral range in the vicinity of each line. For each line,
this spectral range was chosen to correspond to where the emission data were higher than 50
to 80 percent of its peak value. The uncertainty of each average emission-to-absorption ratio
was calculated as the standard deviation of the ratios calculated over the so-chosen spectral
range. The emission-to-absorption ratios were ratioed to that of the Na line, and the
uncertainties were propagated quadratically. These ratios were then compared to that of the
blackbody function normalized to unity at the Na wavelength. For example, if the emission-
to-absorption ratio of the K line (-768 nm) was 9.6 times that of the Na line (-589 nm), the
Planck blackbody ratio (photons per unit wavelength interval) B0,=768 nm,T)/
B (k=589 nm,T) must equal 9.6. The temperature at which this is true is approximately
1710 K. The temperature uncertainties were calculated from the minimum and maximum
temperatures arrived at by adding and subtracting the uncertainties to the average of the
relative ratios.
5.3.4 Hydrogen/Air Flames -- Temperature versus Stoichiometry
The validity of the flame temperature measurement technique was tested by comparison of
measured flame temperatures to those predicted by the Gordon and McBride code for the
same fuel-to-oxidizer equivalence ratios. For these measurements, the flame had to be
produced using the research-grade burner with a gaseous nitrogen co-flow to isolate it from
ambient air. Even this did not produce a flame that was completely unaffected by room 02,
though that part of the flame nearest the burner head was the most isolated.
Unfortunately, this study could not be done using H2/O 2 with this burner because when using
the co-flow with the fuel-to-oxidizer ratios near a stoichiometric equivalence of 1, the burner
surface was much too hot and started vaporizing. Conversely, with fuel-to-oxidizer far from
an equivalence of 1, the flame was too cool to give adequate atomic emissions for a narrow
line-of-sight near the burner head. Using air as the oxidizer (instead of pure O2), it was
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foundthata widerangeof mixtureratiosproducedadequatesignal-to-noisein the
experimentaldata. Therefore,a studyof measuredflametemperatureversusGordonand
McBridecodecalculationsfor variousH2/airflameswasperformed.Theresultsare
summarizedin Table3. In additionto theseresults,a numberof experimentswereconducted
with thebrassburnerusingvariousH2/airrelativeflowrates.Temperaturesmeasuredusing
theatomicmetallineswerealwaysaround2200K. TheGordonandMcBridecodefor a
fuel-to-oxidizerequivalenceratioof 1(fuelat2.9percentw/w) yieldsatemperatureof
2380K. It wouldappearthatasmall,well-mixedH2/airflameburningin anair atmosphere
resultsin a near-stoichiometrictemperatureawayfromthereactionzoneregardlessof relative
H2/airflowratesto theburner.
5.3.5 Temperatures from Hydrogen/Oxygen Flames in Air
Temperatures of several H2]O 2 flames were determined using the emission-to-absorption
method with the atomic lines produced from the metal salt dopants. Results of these
measurements on flames of varying flowrates of H2 and 02 and various regions of the flame
are given in Table 4 as derived from the relative emission-to-absorption ratios of the sodium
and potassium lines. These flames were in ambient air and the actual ratios of fuel to oxygen
are not accurately represented by the measured flowrates. The measurements made above the
burner were sufficiently high enough to ensure good mixing and combustion, thus the high
flame temperatures seem reasonable compared to the calculated stoichiometric temperature of
3080 K.
By contrast, much lower temperatures were measured in a region of the flame where the UV
OH emissions were strongest (close to the burner surface). For these measurements, a flame
was produced under nearly identical conditions as the flame whose OH emission is presented
in Section 5.3.1 but was doped with sodium, potassium, and lithium salts. Figure 12 depicts
the relative atomic emissions of these species along with relative emission-to-absorption ratios
(diamond-shaped points). Predicted equilibrium curves for two temperatures are also
depicted. The measurements yielded a temperature of 1750 K from the sodium-potassium
ratio and a temperature of 1930 K from the sodium-lithium ratio. The disagreement between
the two ratios may have several causes which will be discussed in Section 5.4. The lower
temperatures seem reasonable if one considers that the mixing and the combustion are not as
extensive or as complete near the burner surface. Note also that the relative emission-to,
absorption ratios of the UV features in Figure 9 indicate nonequilibrium conditions.
Table 3
Measured Temperatures of H2/Air Flames Burning in Air
Data Set Temperature
Name Fuel-to-Air Li/Na Ratio K/Na Ratio
(% w/w) (K) (K)
Gordon and McBride
Calc. Temp
(K)
RD7 15.0 1290 + 50 1710 + 40
RD8 4.7 2040 + 230 2120 + 60
RD9 3.5 No Data 2500 + 150
1270
2150
2300
30
Table 4
Typical Measured Temperatures of H2/O2 Flames Burning in Air
Data Set Measured Temperature H2/O 2
Name and Uncertainty Flow Ratio
(K) (v/v)
si4 3000 + 100 3.6
si5 2950 + 750, -400 3.6
si6 2800 _ 400 1.8
5.3.6 Temperatures of Soot-forming Flames
In launch accident scenarios, flammable materials including some hypergolic propellants can
produce soot-laden flames. Two temperatures are of interest for these conditions, that of the
flame gases and that of the soot particles. The emission-to-absorption technique was used to
collect separate emission and transmissivity spectra. For flames containing significant
particulate, gaseous absorption does not dominate the transmissivity measurement. Particle
scattering and absorption contribute significantly, and therefore, the overall measurement is
absorption plus scattering which is defined as extinction. The experimental distinction
between extinction and absorptivity measurements lies primarily in the care that must be taken
to exclude detection of light scattered off-axis by the particles in the flame. The lens-pinhole
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arrangement(spatialfiltering) in theexperimentalset-uplimits thedetectedemissionsto an
axialdirectionparallelwith theopticalaxisof thetransmissionsource.
Usingthebroad-bandsubtractiontechniquesfor emissionandabsorptiondescribedin Section
5.1.2,a gastemperaturewasderivedfromtheatomicmetalfeaturesdetectedin a doped
propane-H2/O2flameburningin air. Thespectrumwastakenfrom aregionof theflamethat
wasbrightorange.A glassslideplacedinto theflameat thatpointcollecteda noticeable
amountof sootafteronlya fewseconds.Figure13depictstheoveralldetectedemission
spectrumfrom theflame. Distinctfeaturescausedby theK andNaemissions(at770and
590nm, respectively)aswell asmolecularC2-emissionbandsbetweenabout500and590nm
arereadilyapparentabovethecontinuum.Thecontinuumemissionfits well to a blackbody
emissioncurvewitha temperatureof 2100+ 100 K (dotted line).
Figure 14 presents the relative emission after subtraction of the assumed blackbody baseline as
well as the relative emission-to-absorption ratios (open diamonds) of the Na and K atomic
lines. The data fit a temperature of 1880 K with uncertainties estimated at + 120 and -90 K.
The C2-emission bands can be seen at wavelengths shorter than that of the Na lines. The
relative emission-to-absorption ratio for these C2-emission bands are not included in the figure
but vary widely. Although this could be due to poor signal-to-noise in this region of the
spectrum, it probably indicates that, as with the OH, this combustion reactant is not emitting
and absorbing at equilibrium with the flame gases.
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Relative Emission Above the Baseline Continuum for the Flame (See Figure 13)
The temperature extracted from the soot particles (2100 K) is higher than that of the gas
temperature as determined by this Na/K line ratio when a wavelength-independent emissivity
is assumed for the soot. The accuracy of this assumption, however, is no better than 10 or 20
percent. The fact that the two temperatures have overlapping uncertainties is encouraging.
The Gordon and McBride code calculation for H2, propane, and air with a H_-to-propane
ratio, set equal to that of the experimental flame and with enough air to give a fuel-to-oxidizer
equivalence of 1.0 (i.e. a stoichiometric flame), yields an equilibrium temperature of 1850 K.
The same calculation with a 10-percent excess of air yields a temperature of 1945 K. As was
seen for both H2/air and H2/O 2 flames, the stoichiometric temperature seems difficult to avoid
with small, well-mixed flames burning in air.
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Analysis of Laboratory Results
The first result of the laboratory measurements was that the OH UV emission system did not
contain much equilibrium gas temperature information. As a combustion intermediate, it is
produced in a high energy state and must undergo many collisions to come to equilibrium
with the surrounding gases. As noted earlier, however, the first few collisions endured by an
OH molecule, especially with water molecules (Garland and Crosley 1986; Jeffries et al.
1988), tend to de-energize the molecule to the ground electronic state from which no UV
radiation can emit. This implies that most of the UV radiation detected from a flame at
atmospheric pressure (from parts of the flame where the product H20 is abundant) is not
thermal equilibrium radiation. (A similar conclusion may be reached regarding the H20
emissions in the near-IR, although the data obtained in our laboratory are not as conclusive on
this point.)
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Otheremissionsknownto occur from H2/air and H2/O 2 flames are relatively weak in the UV-
visible-near IR regions. These include an OH emission continuum in the 400 to 500 nm
wavelength region, 02 Schumann-Runge emissions in the 300 to 400 nm region, and nitric
oxide yellow-green continuum for HJair flames. Water and OH vibrational overtone spectra
are also known to extend into the visible spectral region (Gaydon 1974). Although further
laboratory and literature research would be required in order for any of these emissions to be
shown useful as temperature indicators, experience with the OH, H20 , and C 2 bands indicates
that combustion intermediates and products may be poor thermometers.
The dopant species were found to be rather good thermometers for the flame gases in certain
regions of the flame. The Na/K line pair provided credible temperatures for the hotter flames
of H2/air and H2/O 2. This pair did not indicate a credible temperature for a H2-rich air flame
(Table 4). A possible reason is that the Na and K lines may be luminescing from different
parts of the flame along the line-of-sight because of spatial variation in the flame structure
and/or different spatial distribution in the species concentrations. Another possible
explanation is the chemiluminescence reaction (Section 5.3.3) in these flames since the
reaction produces the excited Na" in regions of the flame that have high atomic H
concentrations. This would increase the emission-to-absorption ratio of the Na relative to the
K and increase the temperature estimate.
The Na/Li line pair usually worked well as a thermometer. The main problem associated
with using this pair was getting good signal-to-noise for the Li emission-to-absorption ratio.
This may have been because of low atomic Li concentrations in the flames, which in turn may
have been because of a low concentration in the dopant solution, low efficiency of
entrainment of Li into the flame gases, or a large fraction of the Li in the flame being in the
form of LiOH rather than atomic Li (Section 5.3.3). For the fuel-rich case of the H2/air
flame in Table 3, these lines gave a temperature much closer to the calculated temperature
than the Na/K line pair. If the Na is chemiluminescing as postulated to explain the high
temperature given by the Na/K ratio, then the Li must also be chemiluminescing.. This has
apparently not been previously observed. Thus, there is an overall uncertainty in the
temperature measurement of a H2-rich flame. Further experimental investigation is needed,
especially if field explosions are H2-rich.
It is interesting to note that for the part of the flame where OH emissions were strongest,
some of the relative UV emission-to-absorption ratios yielded near-stoichiometric temperature
(2500 to 3000 K in Figure 9), whereas the atomic metal lines gave low temperatures (1710 to
1930 K in Figure 14) for the reaction zone of the flame. This could be because of
nonequilibrium discrepancy between the OH and atomic metal species smce the combustion is
pumping the OH. Higher in the flame, where OH is not emitting as strongly and the
combustion is more complete, the atomic lines give temperatures that are much higher - close
to the stoichiometric temperatures. In this case, it appears that some of the nonequilibrium
temperatures given by the OH UV emissions from the reaction zone can predict equilibrium
gas temperatures away from the reaction zone. If this can be shown for expected fireball
scenarios, the OH UV emissions may be useful after all.
5.4.2 Implications for Feasible Field Measurements
Spectroscopic temperature measurements of fireballs from LSHOE may be feasible if flame
conditions are similar to laboratory flames. The chief handicap in making a feasibility
estimate is that more detailed information about field explosions of LHJLO2 mixtures is not
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available.As is demonstratedby consideringseveralfieldmeasurementscenarios,a few
preliminarymeasurementsof typicalfireballswouldgreatlyincreasetheknowledge-basethat
is requiredto predictsuccessfulmeasurements.Simplemeasurementssuchastheoptical
densityof thefireballandrelativeemissionstrengthsof OH andotherspecieswouldserveto
illuminatetheapplicabilityof thefieldmeasurementsconsideredbelow.
If thereareprominentOH emissionin theUV spectralregion,thenthisstronglysuggests
similarH2/O2reactionconditionsaswasseenin thelaboratory.If theseemissionsare
relativelyweak,thenthereactionin thefireballmaybedominatedby H2burningin air. The
criteriahere(weakandstrong),however,is indefinite. It maybepossiblethattheOH
emissionsfrom thereactionzonecouldbe "calibrated"in thelaboratoryto correspondto
expectedequilibriumconditionsawayfrom thereactionzone. Thatis, atpressuresnear
atmospheric,theOH emissionsmaybe reproducibleasafunctionof fuel-to-O2ratiowhichis
directlyrelatedto theeventualflametemperature.As such,OH emissionscouldprovide
specificinformationwith regardto reactionconditionsaswell as:temperature.Here,the
structureof thefireballbecomesimportantin thattheOH emissionsarepredominantlyfrom
thereactionzonewherethegasesarenot in equilibrium.Thecombustionproductsaway •
from thereactionzonemaybethehottestpartof thefireball,butjust wherethisoccurs
requiresassumptionsregardingthesourcesof 02 (cryogenor air) andthecombustion
geometry.Suchquestionscouldbeansweredby imagingthefireballwithaCCDcamera
filteredandintensifiedto besensitiveto theOHUV wavelengths(approximately300to
325nm). Thiscameracouldalsobecalibratedto givequantitativeintensitymeasurements
thatcouldbecomparedto laboratoryflames.
It wasnotedearlierthatsmall,well-mixedflamesburningin air seemto cometo a
temperaturethatapproachesthecalculatedstoichiometrictemperaturein theadiabaticlimit. If
this is true,onemightpostulatethatfireballswill behottestwherethefuel is combustingin
anexcessof air whereit is well-mixedwith eithervaporized02or air. Speculationsuchas
thispointsout theneedfor knowingtherelativevaporizationratesof thecryogenicH2andO2
in anexplosionscenario.Theheatof vaporizationof LO2is approximately7.6 timesthatof
LH2(onapermolebasis).ThisindicatesthatLO2wouldvaporizemoreslowly(1/7.6)than
LH2giventhesameabsorbedheatflux (nottakingthedispersingof theliquidsintoaccount).
If 02volatizesmuchmoreslowlythanH2,thetypicalexplosionwill bemostlyH2burningin
air. Thetemperaturesin thatcasewill beamaximumof 2380K andprobablylower
dependingontheefficiencyof themixingwithair. Thesituationwouldobviouslybequite
differentif thereis plentyof 02vapormixingwith theH2sincetheadiabaticflamelimit is
muchhigher(3080K). Preliminaryinvestigationsin field explosionshouldtry to estimate
theamountof liquid 02 thatvaporizeson thetimescales(1 to 2 s) of interest.
Seedingthecryogenicfluidswithmetalsaltsmayproduceveryusefulemissionsfor
temperaturemeasurements.Theseemissionswouldrequirespatialandtemporalresolvent
measurementsat twoor morewavelengths.Additionally,absorptionor fluorescence
measurementswouldhaveto bemadesimultaneouslyin at leastsomepartsof theflamein
orderto gainknowledgeof thespatialvariationof theseed-speciesdensitydistributions.
Emission-to-absorptionmeasurementsmaybefeasiblealongseverallines-of-sightif the
amountof particulatematterandopticaldensitypermitabsorptionmeasurements.Manyline-
of-sightmeasurementscanproducethespatialdependenceof thetemperature.Thenumberof
lines-of-sightrequireddependson thegeometryof theflame. If axialor sphericalsymmetry
canbeassumed,thenumberof measurementscouldbeontheorderof tenor less.
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Fluorescentmeasurementswouldrequiresuitablelaserswhichhavethedisadvantageof being
expensive and the advantage of being spatially specific. This enables imaging over many
points in the fireball and overcomes some line-of-sight disadvantages. Na is known to
fluoresce very efficiently, but a possible complication is that the Na in the glass dewars
containing the cryogens may interfere with Na vapor emissions. Calibration would be
required in the field situation.
The possibility of making emission-to-absorption measurements from a distributed network of
fiber optics also exists. A fiber pair would transmit light to and from a point in the fireball
where simultaneous emission-to-absorption measurements would be taken. Specially designed
end-optics would pass a beam over a small path through part of the fireball. A simpler
arrangement using only a receiving fiber and end-optics flushes to the ground at each location
to take simple emission measurements at various points in the flame. Some of these could be
pointed in a direction of a distant modulated light source to take absorption measurements.
The chief disadvantages would be the probable destruction or damage of the end-optics and
the cost of fibers.
Temperature measurements from particles in the flame also seem feasible as was demonstrated
with soot (Section 5.3.6). Particles may produce enough emissions to be fitted to an emission
curve over the visible and near-IR wavelengths. An accurate temperature requires knowledge
of particle emissivity as a function of wavelength. Seeding the propellants with particles of
known emissivity may produce a preponderance of their emissions. Also, the LSHOE
program already uses a large amount of glass, metal, and organic insulation in the cryogenic
containers. These emissions must be characterized in the laboratory in order to extract
temperature information.
Mid-IR emissions from these flames present another possible avenue for temperature
determinations, The emission characteristics of HE flames in the IR may be amenable to
radiometric measurement and calibration to temperatures as could be demonstrated in the
laboratory, The extrapolation to the field measurements would require measurement of
ambient air absorptions and measurements of IR absorptions of the fireball cloud, at least in
the outer layers. IR absorption measurements may be more feasible than higher wavelength
absorption measurements since extinction by particulate is usually less severe.
6.0 Discussion of Phase I and Phase II Combined Results
The critical fireball conditions effecting mass effusion of the PuO 2 particles are easily
visualized if the minimum temperature required to lose (mass effuse) 0.01 percent of the
particle mass is plotted as a function of particle size for various fireball gas emissivities.
example of this is shown in Figure 15 for gas emissivities of 0.2 and 0.8.
An
These results, which have been obtained from interpolation of the data given in Table 2 for
the Phase I modeling work, show the strong dependence of the mass effusion process on the
fireball gas temperature, gas emissivity, and particle size. For the larger particles (100- to
1000-/zm diameter), fireball gas temperatures above 2500 K are required to achieve mass loss
in excess of 0.01 percent per particle in clean burning flames (gas emissivity = 0.2), while
for sooty flames temperatures in the 2000 to 2500 K will achieve the same percent mass loss
per particle. For the smaller particles (10- to 100-#m diameter), this same percentage mass
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Minimum Gas Temperature Required to Lose 0.01% of the Particle Mass
as a Function of Particle Size During a Two-Second Fireball Exposure
loss per particle is achieved within the range of 1800 to 2500 K with the larger size requiring
a higher gas temperature or higher gas emissivity.
The results of the Phase II laboratory investigations indicate a propensity for the small,
well-mixed H2 flames burning in air to approach the calculated stoichiometric temperature in
the adiabatic limit. If this is the case, one might expect fireball temperatures typically in the
2400 K range (Section 5.3.4) which according to the data presented in Figure 15 demonstrates
the need for additional field testing of fireball environments to determine gas temperatures and
gas emissivities.
7.0 Conclusions
7.1 Phase I
The Phase I theoretical modeling results show that the mass effusion rates of the PuO 2
particles (< 1000-#m diameter) entrained in fireballs are strongly dependent on the gas flame
temperatures, gas emissivities, and particle size. The results of the simulation modeling have
identified the need to accurately measure gas temperatures, gas emissivities, and mass effusion
rates of representative particles in typical propellant fireball environments.
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7.2 Phase II
The Phase II investigation results show that it is feasible to use spectroscopic techniques for
measuring propellant fireball gas temperatures with the following list of implications for field-
measurement scenarios.
OH UV emissions do not provide temperature information directly, but must be
calibrated to stoichiometry and temperature in laboratory experiments.
OH UV emissions may provide reaction-condition information from a fireball via a
stoichiometry-versus-laboratory calibration measurement.
Near-IR emissions may be useful; however, more research is required. Care must be
taken to account for atmospheric absorptions.
Atomic lines from dopant materials should be useful temperature indicators for some
parts of the fireball. Further investigations of their accuracy are needed for H2-rich
flames.
Complimentary absorption or fluorescence measurements, along with emission
measurements, are required for accurate temperature information. The feasibility of
these measurements depends on the optical density of typical fireballs at the
wavelengths of interest. This will have a spatial dependence.
Broad emissions in the visible-near-IR wavelengths from particles can be used to
measure particle temperatures. The precision of the measurements can be expected to
be + 100 K or less. The accuracy of the measurements depends on knowledge of the
optical properties of the particles.
These Phase II conclusions are supported by the following observations regarding the
laboratory flames at atmospheric pressure.
The OH A2II-X2I_ UV emissions between 306 and 315 nm are not characteristic of
equilibrium emissions. Some bands of these emission may yield temperature
information for the combusted gases if properly correlated to temperatures measured
by another technique.
The OH UV system is most prominent in emission from the reaction zones for H2/O2
flames. The emissions grow as the fuel-to-O2 equivalence ratio approaches 1.
Most other emissions in the UV-visible are probably too weak to yield much
information during a one- to two-second simulation.
Atomic metal dopant species give emissions and absorptions of equilibrium character
in most parts of H2/O2, H2/air, and H2/air/propane flames. A very H2-rich flame and
the reaction zone of a H2/O 2 flame may be the exceptions.
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Sootparticulateemissionandextinctionin aH2/air/propaneflamecanbedistinguished
from atomicmetalvaporemissionandabsorption.Separatetemperatureswere
measuredfor thegasandtheparticles,
8.0 Proposed Fireball Field Testing
The Phase I conclusions of this study identified the need to accurately measure gas
temperatures, gas emissivities and mass effusion rates of representative particles in typical
propellant fireballs, while the Phase II conclusions support the feasibility of performing the
gas temperature tests using spectroscopic techniques. This section outlines the proposal for
conducting fireball temperature and particle mass effusion testing using the WSTF LSHOE
test facility.
WSTF proposes preliminary fireball measurements to investigate some of the basic optical
properties of the fireball events. The information obtained from the preliminary investigations
is a prerequisite to designing and building a reliable measurement system for investigating
specific fireball properties such as gas temperature, gas turbulence, gas velocities and mass
effusion of simulated radioactive particles.
8.1 Proposed Preliminary Fireball Measurements
Preliminary spectroscopic measurements of the fireballs are recommended parallel with the
planned LSHOE propellant testing. These measurements will be performed from the existing
camera bunkers. The only new equipment required to perform these measurements is a
spectrometer telescope and optical windows for the camera bunkers.
• Perform remote UV-visible-near-IR emission spectroscopy measurements of fireballs.
Perform remote UV-visible-near-IR absorption spectroscopy measurements of portions
of fireballs.
Analyze field spectra and perform laboratory investigations of analogous laboratory
flames where applicable in order to
Identify emitting and absorbing atomic or molecular species;
Identify emission and extinction from fireball particulates.
Analyze fireball photography data (high frame rates) for turbulent velocities.
Use UV (OH band filters) cameras at high frame rates to investigate reactive zones in
the fireballs.
Develop methods of seeding the fuel with representative particles for post-event
analysis of recovered particle materials for one or two special tests.
In the best case, the work proposed for the preliminary fireball measurements may yield
sufficient information to verify the fireball gas temperatures and some information on the
mass effusion of fireball particles.
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8.2 Advanced Fireball Measurements
These measurements will focus on getting temporal and spatial detailed temperature and
particle mass effusion (size and velocity) information from fireball events. Because of the
lack of knowledge of the fireball environment, the following may be considered as merely a
list of possibilities rather than direct recommendations. After preliminary measurements are
completed, the choice of measurement approach can be made with more confidence.
Assuming the OH chemi-luminescent emission structure can be calibrated as a
function of thermal temperature, use arrays of UV-filtered cameras (high frame rates)
and UV-visible spectrometers to perform tomographic measurements of the fireballs
along multiple lines-of-sight.
Assuming the fireball emissions have significant particulate emission that can be used
to identify fireball temperatures, use arrays of UV-visible-near-IR spectrometers to
map temperature of the fireballs along multiple lines-of-sight.
Develop distributed fiber-optic probes to perform emission-to-absorption
measurements within Na, Li, and K seeded fireballs.
Develop planar laser-induced fluorescent imaging techniques for measuring
temperatures and particulate mass effusion in seeded fireballs parallel with emissions
measurements along multiple lines-of-sight.
Develop fiber-optic phase doppler particle anemometry techniques for tracking small
particles and the mass effusion process in the fireballs.
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Appendix A
Values and Functional Relationships of Various Physical
Properties Used in Mass Effusion Modeling Simulation
Appendix B
MassEffusionModelingResults
This appendix gives the values and functional relationships (Yaws 1977) of various physical
properties used in the mass effusion modeling simulation. All units in the simulation model
are computed in cgs units.
Particle Properties:
Material: PuO2
Density: Ps = 9.6 g/cm 3
Molecular Weight: Ms = 270 g/mole
Thermal Conductivity: rs = 1.923 x 105 erg/(gcmK)
Isobaric Specific Heat: Cps = 3.43 X 10 6 erg/(gK)
Thermal Diffusivity: D_ = 5.8 × 10-3 cmE/s
Emissivity: es = 0.8
Heat of Sublimation Hv = 2.045 x 101° erg/g
Fireball Gas Properties:
Material: HE O
Density: p_ =
Molecular Weight: Mf =
Viscosity: _f =
Thermal Conductivity:
Isobaric Specific Heat:
Kf
Cpf
(4.1 × 10-5) x (Tg/Tf) g/cm 3
18 g/mole
-31.89 + 0.4145 × Te- 8.272 × 10 -6 ×
T2 #poise for Tf < 1273 K and
_/f (1273) for Tf > 1273 K
733.8- 1.013 × Tf + 1.8 × 10 -2 ×
T2 -9.096 × 106 × Tf 3 erg/(scmK)
for Tf < 1073 K and
rf (1073) for Tf > 1073 K
3.39 × 108-3.01 × 104 × Tf + 1.52 ×
10 2 × Tf 2 -4.86 × 10 2 × T 3
erg/(moleK)
for Tf < 1500 K and
Cf (1500) for Tf > 1500 K
A-1
Appendix A Reference
Yaws, C. L. Physical Properties - A Guide to the Physical, Thermodynamic and
Transport Property Data of Industrially Important Chemical Compounds.
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AppendixB givesthemasseffusionmodelingresultsasa functionof gastemperature,gas
emissivity,andparticlesize. Theplotsterminatewhenthetwo-secondsimulationtimeis
completedor when95percentof theparticleinitialmasshasevaporated.Thefirst groupof
plotsis for a gasemissivityequalto 0.2, whilethesecondgroupis for a gasemissivityequal
to 0.8. Theconvectiveheattransfercomponentisplottedby thedashedline, whilethe
radiativeheattransfercomponentis shownasthesolidline. Note,astheparticlevelocity
approachesthegasstreamvelocityandthesurfacetemperaturerises,theconvectiveheat
transferdiminishes.By thistime,theparticlesurfacetemperaturehasachievedatemperature
determinedby theheatbalancebetweentheconvectiveandradiativecomponents.The
correspondingvaluesof theheatransfercomponentswhicharelowerthanthethree-cycle
rangeor negativearenotplottedonthelogarithmicscalesof theseplots.
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Stream Temp=2500. Particle Diameter= 10. Time for run= 2.00 Emissivity= 0.8
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